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Soprano
Blessed shall he be who shall seize and clash thine
infants against the rock,
Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia.

Eeerusaléem, Eeerusaléem, ee apoktéenousa tous
proféetas ke lithovoloúsa tous apestalménous pros
aftéen, posákees eethéleesa episoonaghagéen ta
tékna sou, on trópon orneés epeesounághyee ta
nosséea aftées eepó tas ptéreeghyas, ke ouk
eetheléesate. Eedhoú afíete eeméen o eékos eemón.
Léghoh yarr eeméen ou mee me éedheete ap árrtee
éos an eépeete:
Éklafsen ep aftéen.

[Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the
prophets and stones those who are sent to it! 
How often have I desired to gather your 
children together as a hen gathers her brood 
under her wings, and you were not willing!  
See, your house is left to you. For I tell you, 
you will not see me again until you say,
He wept over her.]

Cycle VII

# Chorus
Since thou receivest the supplications of sinners,
O virgin mother Theotokos,
“Allah hath preferred thee above all women”; 
deliver from torment all us who praise thee.

$ Countertenor
Dost thou know why the mirror does not reflect,
the mirror does not reflect?
Because the dust is not cleared from its face.
Now listen to this tale, 
it is the very marrow of our souls, 
the very marrow of our souls. 

Soprano
Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia.

Chorus
Eeerusaléem, Eeerusaléem, ee apoktéenousa tous
proféetas ke lithovoloúsa tous apestalménous pros
aftéen, posákees eethéleesa episoonaghagéen ta
tékna sou, on trópon orneés epeesounághyee ta
nosséea aftées eepó tas ptéreeghyas, ke ouk
eetheléesate. Eedhoú afíete eeméen o eékos eemón.
Léghoh yarr eeméen ou mee me éedheete ap árrtee
éos an eépeete: evlogheeménos o erhómenos en
onómatee kyréeou.
Éklafsen ep aftéen.

[Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the
prophets and stones those who are sent to it! 
How often have I desired to gather your 
children together as a hen gathers her brood 
under her wings, and you were not willing!  
See, your house is left to you. For I tell you, 
you will not see me again until you say, 
“Blessed is the one who comes 
in the name of the Lord” .
He wept over her.]

The prologue of Masnavi by Jalaluddin Rumi is adapted and
translated for use in Lament for Jerusalem

by Sir John Tavener.

The Greek text is from Matthew 23, vv37-39, and Luke 19,
v41. English translation from Matthew 23 is from the New
Revised Standard Version. English translation of Luke 19 

is by Sir John Tavener.

‘New Revised Standard Version Bible, copyright 1989,
Division of Christian Education of the National Council of the

Churches of Christ in the United States of America. 
Used by permission. All rights reserved.’
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prophets and stones those who are sent to it! 
How often have I desired to gather your 
children together 
He wept over her.]

Cycle IV

7 Chorus
Let my tongue cleave to my throat,
if I remember thee not. 
Alleeloúia

8 Countertenor
If my Beloved touched me with His lips,
touched my with His lips,
I too, like the flute would burst into song.

Soprano
If I set not Jerusalem above all other,
as at the head of my joy.
Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia.

Chorus
Eeerusaléem, Eeerusaléem, ee apoktéenousa tous
proféetas ke lithovoloúsa tous apestalménous pros
aftéen, posákees eethéleesa episoonaghagéen ta
tékna sou, on trópon orneés epeesounághyee ta
nosséea aftées eepó tas ptéreeghyas.
Éklafsen ep aftéen.

[Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the
prophets and stones those who are sent to it! 
How often have I desired to gather your 
children together as a hen gathers her brood 
under her wings
He wept over her.]

Cycle V

9 Chorus
Remember, O Lord, the sons of Edom,
in the day of Jerusalem.
Alleeloúia

0 Countertenor
The beloved is all, 
the lover only veils Him,
the lover only veils Him.
But how can I retain my senses,
when my Beloved does not show His face?

Soprano
Who said: lay waste to her,
even to the foundations thereof. 
Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia.

Chorus
Eeerusaléem, Eeerusaléem, ee apoktéenousa tous
proféetas ke lithovoloúsa tous apestalménous pros
aftéen, posákees eethéleesa episoonaghagéen ta
tékna sou, on trópon orneés epeesounághyee ta
nosséea aftées eepó tas ptéreeghyas, ke ouk
eetheléesate. Eedhoú afíete eeméen o eékos eemón.
Éklafsen ep aftéen.

[Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the
prophets and stones those who are sent to it!  
How often have I desired to gather your 
children together as a hen gathers her brood 
under her wings, and you were not willing!  
See, your house is left to you.
He wept over her.]

Cycle VI

! Chorus
O daughter of Babylon,
thou wretched one,
Blessed shall he be who shall reward thee 
wherewith thou hast rewarded us. 
Alleeloúia

@ Countertenor
Love desires this secret should be revealed,
this secret be revealed, 
For if a mirror does not reflect,
how is that?
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Sir John Tavener describes the Lament for Jerusalem as
a mystical love song. The Lament brings together
Christian, Judaic, and Islamic texts and is sung in Greek
and English. The musical structure is that of a lattice
whose proportions are carefully designed so that the
listener is invited to focus on key points of the text
which are themselves supported by transcendental
melodic, harmonic, and textural devices. The simplicity
of the work’s form and its logical progression through a
series of seven linked, self-referential tableaux allow the
Lament to grow in power and beauty during its course.
The American composer Steve Reich has described
some of his own music as purveying ‘a kind of dynamic
stasis’ and that aptly sums up the effect of Tavener’s
Lament for Jerusalem. The Lament is rooted in grim
tradition, yet it looks longingly into the future to a time
when beatific vision is restored, and, as in much of the
very greatest art, form and content are inseparable.

The shape of each Cycle is the same: the choir sings
a passage from Psalm 137, ‘By the waters of Babylon,
there we sat down and we wept when we remembered
Sion’, culminating in an ecstatic Alleluia; an
instrumental (Cosmic) Lament; a section sung by the
countertenor to segments of the prologue of the epic
work Masnavi by the thirteenth-century Islamic spiritual
master Jalaluddin Rumi; a further passage from Psalm
137 sung by the soprano leading to a quiet threefold
Orthodox Alleluia; finally, a heart-rending statement by
the choir of Christ’s lament over Jerusalem (from
Chapter 23 of St Matthew’s Gospel). The work’s mosaic
structure is punctuated by growling bulges of varying
duration, texture, and dynamic provided by the lowest
strings after each of the choir’s psalm-verses, after each
of the countertenor’s Sufi verses, and after each of the
choir’s Christic Laments: these represent the world-
weary sighs and groans of the city of Jerusalem.

On the face of it, the Lament for Jerusalem is
repetitive. Only one bar, however, the nostalgic tripartite
statement of the words of Christ ‘He wept over her’, is
repeated musically verbatim. Certainly the work is based

on remarkably few melodic, harmonic, and textural
elements, but these elements are crystallised, expanded,
altered, and developed in subtle but perceptible ways
throughout the piece. Indeed it is Tavener’s
superlatively delicate treatment of his musical material
that affords the work such emotional momentum. The
constant fluctuation of mode within a firmly tonal
background, the rhythmic instability couched within
carefully-controlled metre, and the culturally
kaleidoscopic instrumentation create a musical alloy
whose chemistry is difficult to determine at close
quarters yet which from a distance reveals a work whose
whole is incomparably greater than the sum of its parts.

Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of the Lament is
the way in which the grandeur and majesty of the larger
gestures highlight the importance of the smaller (and
ultimately more universal) motifs. For all the heartfelt
renditions of the choir’s Laments, growing as they do in
length and volume throughout the piece, the quiet trio at
the conclusion of those sections (set to the text of Luke
19, v41) expresses the emotional kernel. Similarly, for
all the melismatic weeping of the soprano in captivity,
her reflective final Alleluias provide the focus of her
distress, and the transparently orchestrated Cosmic
Laments with their constantly changing chromatic
inflections and variations of echoes and pre-echoes, are
hauntingly devoid of consolation. 

Lament for Jerusalem is a testament to John
Tavener’s craft and to his deep-rooted spirituality, the
admixture of which allows the Lament to function
simultaneously as a mundane cri de cœur and as
heavenly panacea. The piece is, as the composer
reminds us, a love poem, and its function is to move the
listener both by its simplicity and by its complex
interweaving of Christian, Judaic, and Islamic tradition.
In Tavener’s own words: ‘Perhaps the tiniest particle of
Hal, the Arabic word for divine love, might touch a
single soul, or better three souls’.

Jeremy Summerly

John Tavener (b. 1945)
Lament for Jerusalem 
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Cycle I

1 Chorus
By the waters of Babylon, 
there we sat down and we wept,
wept when we remembered Sion.
Alleeloúia

2 Countertenor
Listen to the reed-flute,
how it complains,
how it complains,
lamenting its banishment from home:

Soprano
Upon the willows,
in the midst thereof did we hang our harps.
Alleeloúia

Chorus
Eeerusaléem, Eeerusaléem.
Éklafsen ep aftéen.
[Jerusalem, Jerusalem,
He wept over her.]

Cycle II

3 Chorus
For there, they that had taken us captive 
asked us for words of song.
Alleeloúia

4 Countertenor
‘Tis the fire of love that inspires the flute,
that inspires the flute,
‘Tis the fire of love that kindles rapture 
in the heart, 
and makes it like a cup of foaming wine. 

Soprano
And they that led us away
asked us for a hymn, saying:
sing us one of those songs of Sion.
Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia.

Chorus
Eeerusaléem, Eeerusaléem, ee apoktéenousa tous
proféetas ke lithovoloúsa tous apestalménous pros
aftéen.
Éklafsen ep aftéen.

[Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the
prophets and stones those who are sent to it! 
He wept over her.]

Cycle III

5 Chorus
How shall we sing the Lord’s song 
in a strange land? 
Alleeloúia

6 Countertenor
Hail to thee Divine love! 
Sweet madness! Sweet madness!
Thou who healest all our infirmities.

Soprano
If I forget thee, O Jerusalem,
let my right hand be forgotten.
Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia.

Chorus
Eeerusaléem, Eeerusaléem, ee apoktéenousa tous
proféetas ke lithovoloúsa tous apestalménous pros
aftéen, posákees eethéleesa episoonaghagéen ta
tékna sou.
Éklafsen ep aftéen.
[Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the

John Tavener (b. 1945)
Lament for Jerusalem 
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The Choir of London was established in 2003 as a
unique vehicle for UK-based professional singers
dedicated to putting their musical skills to effective
charitable use. Members volunteer their time and
energies for a number of days each year to stage special
collaborative projects both in the UK and abroad. These
projects are underpinned by a belief in the capacity of
music to transcend national, religious and social
frontiers; and an attendant conviction that professional
musicians can – even in a modest way – act as bridge-
builders.

The Choir’s activities were extended further in 2004
by the creation of the Choir of London Orchestra. In
addition to bringing an instrumental dimension to Choir
of London performances, this chamber orchestra has
greatly enriched the Choir’s outreach and educational
work, with instrumental workshops and masterclasses
now a regular feature of Choir of London projects. 

The Choir of London network has continued to
expand steadily, developing into a thriving community
of over sixty London-based singers and instrumentalists.

Members are drawn from a number of Britain’s leading
chamber choirs and orchestras, and include some of the
UK’s most exciting young ensemble performers and
soloists. 

The Choir’s first major international project – a
series of groundbreaking collaborative events staged in
the Palestinian Territories and Israel – took place in
December 2004. Under the joint musical stewardship of
Timothy Brown and Jeremy Summerly, the Choir and its
orchestra worked alongside Palestinian and Israeli
musicians of all ages and backgrounds, staging choral
workshops, orchestral masterclasses and joint concerts
in Jerusalem, Ramallah and Bethlehem. 

With its urgent emphasis on inter-cultural
understanding, and its focus on the holy city of
Jerusalem, John Tavener’s Lament for Jerusalem was an
obvious choice as musical focal point for the Choir of
London’s Palestine/Israel project. Originally scored for
full orchestra, the reduced ‘Jerusalem Version’ of the
Lament, as heard on this disc, was especially reworked
by the composer with the practical considerations of this
ensemble – and this tour – in mind. It was this version
which the Choir premiered as the highlight of its
inaugural London concert in Christ Church, Spitalfields,
in December 2004; and which it subsequently performed
in the Holy Land. 

That the development of the Choir of London has
from the outset been so intimately linked to the Lament
for Jerusalem, and that the Lament so precisely
encapsulates the Choir’s bridge-building aspirations,
gives this recording a very special significance. 

John Harte and Michael Stevens
www.choiroflondon.org

The Choir of London and Lament for Jerusalem
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Soprano
Isabelle Adams
Abigail Boreham
Catherine Carter
Iona Coltart
Claire Cockcroft
Felicity Emselle

Louise Kateck
Anna Molyneux
Sophie Pinkham 
Miranda Rogers
Christina Sampson

Alto
Peter Crawford
Charles Gould 
Clara Green
Anne Jones *
Charlotte Tetley
Richard Wilberforce

Tenor
Ben Breakwell * 
Allan Clayton
John Harte
Andrew Staples *
Michael Stevens
Richard Wheeldon

[* Solo trio]

Bass
David Buckley
Sam Evans
Duncan Harte
Richard Hooper
George Humphreys 
Ben Lumsden
Timothy Scott
Chris Snow
Oliver Weeks
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Angharad Gruffydd Jones

Angharad Gruffydd Jones studied modern languages at Cambridge, where she was a
choral scholar, and then as a scholar at the Royal College of Music under Margaret
Kingsley. She won the 2000 Miriam Licette Scholarship, which funded several short
periods studying French song in France. In 2004 she won the London Handel Festival
Singing Competition, broadcast on BBC Radio 3. She has wide concert experience,
working with conductors including Ivor Bolton, Richard Hickox, Sir Roger
Norrington and Peter Schreier, in repertoire from Bach and Handel to Samuel Barber.
Engagements have included Haydn’s Nelson Mass and the Mozart Vespers in the
United States with Sir John Eliot Gardiner and the Orchestre Révolutionnaire et
Romantique, Bach’s B Minor Mass with the Northern Sinfonia, and a European tour
of Handel’s L’Allegro ed il Pensieroso under Sir John Eliot Gardiner. Operatic rôles
include Despina in Mozart’s Così fan tutte, Lucy in Menotti’s The Telephone, Iris in
Handel’s Semele for the Buxton Festival, in which she also covered the title rôle, and
a critically acclaimed performance of Dorinda in Handel’s Orlando for Cambridge
Handel Opera Group. She is a keen ensemble singer, appearing with groups including
The Sixteen, I Fagiolini and Concordia. Recordings include Rebecca Clarke songs 
and Leonardo Leo motets for ASV. 

Peter Crawford

The British countertenor Peter Crawford is a graduate of Cambridge University,
where he sang with the choirs of both St John’s and Clare Colleges. Solo
engagements have included performances of Vaughan Williams’s Mass in G minor
as part of the Bregenz Festival, Austria, and of Mozart’s Coronation Mass for a KTV
broadcast of Mass at Birnau Basilica in Germany. He has also performed the
countertenor solo in The Chichester Psalms by Bernstein as part of a celebration of
John Rutter’s sixtieth birthday in King’s College Chapel, Cambridge. Other recent
rôles have included the alto solos in Vivaldi’s Gloria, Swayne’s Passiontide Motets,
Orff’s Carmina Burana, Mozart’s Vesperae Solemnes de Confessore, Carissimi’s
Jephte and Canticles 2 and 4 by Britten. He recalls his collaboration with the Choir
of London in December 2004 as amongst the most moving experiences of his career
to date, highlighting in particular a performance of the Lament for Jerusalem in the
Church of Notre Dame, Abu Ghosh, just outside Jerusalem. He is especially pleased
to present the Islamic text in the Lament, from Rumi’s Masnavi, having studied
religious texts in Arabic as part of his degree in Theology and Religious Studies. 

Choir of London

Orchestra of London

First Violins
Maximilian Baillie
(leader)
Anthony Sabberton
Clemency Burton-Hill
Sam Aylward
Lydia Westcombe-Evans

Second Violins
Simon Hewitt Jones
David Worswick
Melanie Lintott
Catherine Lindley

Viola
Alexandros Koustas 
Christopher Brown
Nicholas Collon

Cello
Sophie Rivlin
Louisa Tuck
Lucy Scotchmer

Double Bass
Pamela Scanlan
Carina Cosgrave
Edward Snow

Flute
Jane Mitchell
Kate Wakeling

Oboe
Tom Barber

Bassoon
Chris Rawley
Katharine Willison

Trumpet
Fiona Cameron
Stephen Cutting
Alastair Long

Harp
Tanya Houghton

Percussion
Johanna Wadsley
Helen Yates

Jeremy Summerly
Jeremy Summerly is Head of Academic Studies at the Royal Academy of Music in London. As well as a conductor
and lecturer he is a writer/presenter for BBC Radio and an editor for Faber Music. He graduated from Oxford
University with First Class Honours in Music and thereafter undertook musicological research at King’s College,
London, while also working as a Studio Manager for BBC Radio. He founded the Oxford Camerata in 1984 and
between 1990 and 1996 he was conductor of Schola Cantorum of Oxford. He has conducted over forty commercial
recordings of music spanning nine centuries and he made his conducting début at the BBC Proms in 1999 and at the
Berlin Philharmonie in 2005. He has given concert tours throughout Europe and the United States as well as in
Israel, Japan, Indonesia, Hong Kong, South Africa, and Botswana. He has conducted Ligeti for Ligeti, Kagel for
Kagel, and Pärt for Pärt.
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Cycle I

1 Chorus
By the waters of Babylon, 
there we sat down and we wept,
wept when we remembered Sion.
Alleeloúia

2 Countertenor
Listen to the reed-flute,
how it complains,
how it complains,
lamenting its banishment from home:

Soprano
Upon the willows,
in the midst thereof did we hang our harps.
Alleeloúia

Chorus
Eeerusaléem, Eeerusaléem.
Éklafsen ep aftéen.
[Jerusalem, Jerusalem,
He wept over her.]

Cycle II

3 Chorus
For there, they that had taken us captive 
asked us for words of song.
Alleeloúia

4 Countertenor
‘Tis the fire of love that inspires the flute,
that inspires the flute,
‘Tis the fire of love that kindles rapture 
in the heart, 
and makes it like a cup of foaming wine. 

Soprano
And they that led us away
asked us for a hymn, saying:
sing us one of those songs of Sion.
Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia.

Chorus
Eeerusaléem, Eeerusaléem, ee apoktéenousa tous
proféetas ke lithovoloúsa tous apestalménous pros
aftéen.
Éklafsen ep aftéen.

[Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the
prophets and stones those who are sent to it! 
He wept over her.]

Cycle III

5 Chorus
How shall we sing the Lord’s song 
in a strange land? 
Alleeloúia

6 Countertenor
Hail to thee Divine love! 
Sweet madness! Sweet madness!
Thou who healest all our infirmities.

Soprano
If I forget thee, O Jerusalem,
let my right hand be forgotten.
Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia.

Chorus
Eeerusaléem, Eeerusaléem, ee apoktéenousa tous
proféetas ke lithovoloúsa tous apestalménous pros
aftéen, posákees eethéleesa episoonaghagéen ta
tékna sou.
Éklafsen ep aftéen.
[Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the

John Tavener (b. 1945)
Lament for Jerusalem 
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prophets and stones those who are sent to it! 
How often have I desired to gather your 
children together 
He wept over her.]

Cycle IV

7 Chorus
Let my tongue cleave to my throat,
if I remember thee not. 
Alleeloúia

8 Countertenor
If my Beloved touched me with His lips,
touched my with His lips,
I too, like the flute would burst into song.

Soprano
If I set not Jerusalem above all other,
as at the head of my joy.
Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia.

Chorus
Eeerusaléem, Eeerusaléem, ee apoktéenousa tous
proféetas ke lithovoloúsa tous apestalménous pros
aftéen, posákees eethéleesa episoonaghagéen ta
tékna sou, on trópon orneés epeesounághyee ta
nosséea aftées eepó tas ptéreeghyas.
Éklafsen ep aftéen.

[Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the
prophets and stones those who are sent to it! 
How often have I desired to gather your 
children together as a hen gathers her brood 
under her wings
He wept over her.]

Cycle V

9 Chorus
Remember, O Lord, the sons of Edom,
in the day of Jerusalem.
Alleeloúia

0 Countertenor
The beloved is all, 
the lover only veils Him,
the lover only veils Him.
But how can I retain my senses,
when my Beloved does not show His face?

Soprano
Who said: lay waste to her,
even to the foundations thereof. 
Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia.

Chorus
Eeerusaléem, Eeerusaléem, ee apoktéenousa tous
proféetas ke lithovoloúsa tous apestalménous pros
aftéen, posákees eethéleesa episoonaghagéen ta
tékna sou, on trópon orneés epeesounághyee ta
nosséea aftées eepó tas ptéreeghyas, ke ouk
eetheléesate. Eedhoú afíete eeméen o eékos eemón.
Éklafsen ep aftéen.

[Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the
prophets and stones those who are sent to it!  
How often have I desired to gather your 
children together as a hen gathers her brood 
under her wings, and you were not willing!  
See, your house is left to you.
He wept over her.]

Cycle VI

! Chorus
O daughter of Babylon,
thou wretched one,
Blessed shall he be who shall reward thee 
wherewith thou hast rewarded us. 
Alleeloúia

@ Countertenor
Love desires this secret should be revealed,
this secret be revealed, 
For if a mirror does not reflect,
how is that?

8.557826 2

Sir John Tavener describes the Lament for Jerusalem as
a mystical love song. The Lament brings together
Christian, Judaic, and Islamic texts and is sung in Greek
and English. The musical structure is that of a lattice
whose proportions are carefully designed so that the
listener is invited to focus on key points of the text
which are themselves supported by transcendental
melodic, harmonic, and textural devices. The simplicity
of the work’s form and its logical progression through a
series of seven linked, self-referential tableaux allow the
Lament to grow in power and beauty during its course.
The American composer Steve Reich has described
some of his own music as purveying ‘a kind of dynamic
stasis’ and that aptly sums up the effect of Tavener’s
Lament for Jerusalem. The Lament is rooted in grim
tradition, yet it looks longingly into the future to a time
when beatific vision is restored, and, as in much of the
very greatest art, form and content are inseparable.

The shape of each Cycle is the same: the choir sings
a passage from Psalm 137, ‘By the waters of Babylon,
there we sat down and we wept when we remembered
Sion’, culminating in an ecstatic Alleluia; an
instrumental (Cosmic) Lament; a section sung by the
countertenor to segments of the prologue of the epic
work Masnavi by the thirteenth-century Islamic spiritual
master Jalaluddin Rumi; a further passage from Psalm
137 sung by the soprano leading to a quiet threefold
Orthodox Alleluia; finally, a heart-rending statement by
the choir of Christ’s lament over Jerusalem (from
Chapter 23 of St Matthew’s Gospel). The work’s mosaic
structure is punctuated by growling bulges of varying
duration, texture, and dynamic provided by the lowest
strings after each of the choir’s psalm-verses, after each
of the countertenor’s Sufi verses, and after each of the
choir’s Christic Laments: these represent the world-
weary sighs and groans of the city of Jerusalem.

On the face of it, the Lament for Jerusalem is
repetitive. Only one bar, however, the nostalgic tripartite
statement of the words of Christ ‘He wept over her’, is
repeated musically verbatim. Certainly the work is based

on remarkably few melodic, harmonic, and textural
elements, but these elements are crystallised, expanded,
altered, and developed in subtle but perceptible ways
throughout the piece. Indeed it is Tavener’s
superlatively delicate treatment of his musical material
that affords the work such emotional momentum. The
constant fluctuation of mode within a firmly tonal
background, the rhythmic instability couched within
carefully-controlled metre, and the culturally
kaleidoscopic instrumentation create a musical alloy
whose chemistry is difficult to determine at close
quarters yet which from a distance reveals a work whose
whole is incomparably greater than the sum of its parts.

Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of the Lament is
the way in which the grandeur and majesty of the larger
gestures highlight the importance of the smaller (and
ultimately more universal) motifs. For all the heartfelt
renditions of the choir’s Laments, growing as they do in
length and volume throughout the piece, the quiet trio at
the conclusion of those sections (set to the text of Luke
19, v41) expresses the emotional kernel. Similarly, for
all the melismatic weeping of the soprano in captivity,
her reflective final Alleluias provide the focus of her
distress, and the transparently orchestrated Cosmic
Laments with their constantly changing chromatic
inflections and variations of echoes and pre-echoes, are
hauntingly devoid of consolation. 

Lament for Jerusalem is a testament to John
Tavener’s craft and to his deep-rooted spirituality, the
admixture of which allows the Lament to function
simultaneously as a mundane cri de cœur and as
heavenly panacea. The piece is, as the composer
reminds us, a love poem, and its function is to move the
listener both by its simplicity and by its complex
interweaving of Christian, Judaic, and Islamic tradition.
In Tavener’s own words: ‘Perhaps the tiniest particle of
Hal, the Arabic word for divine love, might touch a
single soul, or better three souls’.

Jeremy Summerly

John Tavener (b. 1945)
Lament for Jerusalem 
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Soprano
Blessed shall he be who shall seize and clash thine
infants against the rock,
Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia.

Eeerusaléem, Eeerusaléem, ee apoktéenousa tous
proféetas ke lithovoloúsa tous apestalménous pros
aftéen, posákees eethéleesa episoonaghagéen ta
tékna sou, on trópon orneés epeesounághyee ta
nosséea aftées eepó tas ptéreeghyas, ke ouk
eetheléesate. Eedhoú afíete eeméen o eékos eemón.
Léghoh yarr eeméen ou mee me éedheete ap árrtee
éos an eépeete:
Éklafsen ep aftéen.

[Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the
prophets and stones those who are sent to it! 
How often have I desired to gather your 
children together as a hen gathers her brood 
under her wings, and you were not willing!  
See, your house is left to you. For I tell you, 
you will not see me again until you say,
He wept over her.]

Cycle VII

# Chorus
Since thou receivest the supplications of sinners,
O virgin mother Theotokos,
“Allah hath preferred thee above all women”; 
deliver from torment all us who praise thee.

$ Countertenor
Dost thou know why the mirror does not reflect,
the mirror does not reflect?
Because the dust is not cleared from its face.
Now listen to this tale, 
it is the very marrow of our souls, 
the very marrow of our souls. 

Soprano
Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia. Alleeloúia.

Chorus
Eeerusaléem, Eeerusaléem, ee apoktéenousa tous
proféetas ke lithovoloúsa tous apestalménous pros
aftéen, posákees eethéleesa episoonaghagéen ta
tékna sou, on trópon orneés epeesounághyee ta
nosséea aftées eepó tas ptéreeghyas, ke ouk
eetheléesate. Eedhoú afíete eeméen o eékos eemón.
Léghoh yarr eeméen ou mee me éedheete ap árrtee
éos an eépeete: evlogheeménos o erhómenos en
onómatee kyréeou.
Éklafsen ep aftéen.

[Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the
prophets and stones those who are sent to it! 
How often have I desired to gather your 
children together as a hen gathers her brood 
under her wings, and you were not willing!  
See, your house is left to you. For I tell you, 
you will not see me again until you say, 
“Blessed is the one who comes 
in the name of the Lord” .
He wept over her.]

The prologue of Masnavi by Jalaluddin Rumi is adapted and
translated for use in Lament for Jerusalem

by Sir John Tavener.

The Greek text is from Matthew 23, vv37-39, and Luke 19,
v41. English translation from Matthew 23 is from the New
Revised Standard Version. English translation of Luke 19 

is by Sir John Tavener.

‘New Revised Standard Version Bible, copyright 1989,
Division of Christian Education of the National Council of the

Churches of Christ in the United States of America. 
Used by permission. All rights reserved.’
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54:35

Sir John Tavener’s Lament for Jerusalem, described by the composer as a mystical love
song, brings together Christian, Judaic, and Islamic texts. Sung in Greek and English, it
is both a cri de cœur at the loss of peace in a place where religions once co-existed in
harmony, and an affirmation of the power of love to bring together all “who seek God,
from whatever tradition they come”.  Lament for Jerusalem is heard in this recording in
the composer’s specially re-worked version for the Choir of London’s groundbreaking
visit to Jerusalem, Ramallah, and Bethlehem in December 2004.

John
TAVENER

(b. 1945)

Lament for Jerusalem

Angharad Gruffydd Jones, Soprano
Peter Crawford, Countertenor

Choir of London and Orchestra • Jeremy Summerly
Recorded at All Hallows, Gospel Oak, London, UK, from 30th to 31st March, 2005
Producer: Andrew Walton (K&A Productions Ltd.) • Engineer: Eleanor Thomason 

Post-production: Andrew Walton • Booklet Notes: Jeremy Summerly • Publisher: Chester Music
This recording was made and edited at 24bit resolution

1 Stanza I 2:01
2 Cosmic Lament I 4:09
3 Stanza II 1:31
4 Cosmic Lament II 5:29
5 Stanza III 1:21
6 Cosmic Lament III 5:47
7 Stanza IV 1:35

8 Cosmic Lament IV 6:18
9 Stanza V 1:35
0 Cosmic Lament V 6:29
! Stanza VI 2:04
@ Cosmic Lament VI 7:19
# Stanza VII 1:41
$ Cosmic Lament VII 7:15
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